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PRELUDE’s aim is to nurture a rounded world
view through accessible and stimulating works of
psychology, science, history and memoir.
Our Prelude nonfiction classics are drawn from three
earlier generations. Still in copyright, the authors are
intriguingly unfamiliar. Yet the selected titles, each in
their different way, possess both the proven power
to change lives – averaging life sales per title of
over one million copies – and continuing resonance
today.

SCIENCE CLASSICS

On the nerve impulse – ‘Beneath the stress of our world, beneath
the turmoil of our life, there is this methodic production of electrical
holes. Promptly, neigbouring plus signs pour into the hole,
patch it, but leave a hole from where they took the patchings.
Pour. Patch. Thus does a hole advance. Thus does the nerve
impulse become an advancing electrical leak.’

•

G U S TAV E C K S T E I N
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THE BODY HAS A HEAD

The unforgettable introduction to the human body that continues to inspire
OVER 600,000 COPIES SOLD
Here is the one book that explains the mysteries of human anatomy – from head
to heart; muscles to metabolism; bones to blood and beyond – in a way certain
to captivate. A book for anyone who has ever felt a sense of wonder at the
remarkable machine that is the human body.
Acclaimed for its originality, it continues to inspire new generations of doctors.
GUSTAV ECKSTEIN was a medical doctor, scientist, writer, teacher and
philosopher. Based in the USA, he also studied with Ivan Pavlov, the pioneer in the field of conditioned reflexes. He died in 1981.

‘The scope of this book is nothing less than the scope of man.’
Newsweek
‘An endlessly enchanting, stimulating work of high literary value.’
Modern Medicine
‘Comes close to genius and fails only for reaching too far, and that
is a gorgeous way to fail.’
Newsweek
‘Stimulating . . . profound . . . vivid.’
Wall Street Journal

Popular Medicine * 198x129 mm *480 pages
PB 978-1-911440-57-4 * £9.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)

‘As lively as life itself, as surprising in its twists and turns as a
roller-coaster ride, as humane and lucidly down to earth
as a book can be.’ Saturday Review
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE MILLION

RATS, LICE AND HISTORY

The classic account of infectious disease and human history
OVER 200,000 COPIES SOLD
Hans Zinsser tells the tragic story of the struggle between humanity and its
humble but deadly enemies, the organisms of disease – from the pestilence
which contributed to the downfall of Rome to the dancing manias of medieval
Europe, the aristocracy’s fashion for wearing wigs and the role of typhus in the
First World War.
This masterpiece of popular science writing remains as surprising today as
when first published (‘A fascinating blend of scientific and historical research,
humour and stimulating opinion’ – British Medical Journal’; ‘A superb book . . .
a classic work’ – David Bellamy).
HANS ZINSSER taught bacteriology and immunology, and was a pioneer in
isolating the micro-organism that causes a form of typhus. He died in 1940.

One of the most illuminating, useful and exciting books ever
published in the mathematical field
OVER 500,000 COPIES SOLD
Taking only a modicum of knowledge for granted, Lancelot Hogben leads
readers through the whole course from simple arithmetic to calculus. His explanation is addressed to the person who wants to understand but who has been
intimidated by maths’ supposed difficulty.
Recognised in its time as a masterpiece (‘A great book of first-class
importance’ – H.G. Wells; ‘Makes alive the contents of the elements
of mathematics’ – Albert Einstein), it continues to be cited by
mathematicians today as a book that first inspired them.
LANCELOT HOGBEN was an experimental zoologist and medical
statistician. During the Second World War he took responsibility for the
British Army’s medical statistics. He died in 1975.

Popular Science * 198x129 mm * 320 pages
PBO 978-1-911440-89-5 * £9.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)

Popular Mathematics * 198x129 mm * 648 pages
PBO 978-1-911440-58-1* £10.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)
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PSYCHOLOGY CLASSICS

PSYCHOLOGY CLASSICS

•

•

THE MEMORY BOOK

THE IMPORTANCE OF LIVING

The timeless bestseller on the noble art of leaving things undone
Lin Yutang’s The Importance of Living is a wry, witty antidote to the dizzying
pace of the modern world. His prescription is a classic Chinese philosophy of
life: revere inaction as much as action, invoke humour to maintain a healthy
attitude, and never forget that there will always be plenty of fools around who
are willing – indeed, eager – to be busy, to make themselves useful, and to
exercise power while you bask in the simple joy of existence.
At a time when we’re overwhelmed with wake-up calls, here is a refreshing,
playful reminder to savour life’s simple pleasures
‘A richly, enjoyable wise and suggestive book.’ New York Times.
LIN YUTANG was born in 1895 to a mission family and became one of the
best-known Chinese scholars and writers.

AUGUST 2018
Popular Philosophy * 198x129 mm * 480 pages
PB 978-1-78842-067-9 * £9.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)

The proven guide to improving your memory at work, at school and at play
OVER 2 MILLION COPIES SOLD
Unleash the hidden power of your mind through this simple, fail-safe memory
system. Discover how easy it is to file names and data right in your head,
learn foreign phrases with ease, read with speed, shine in the classroom, and
dominate social situations.
This remarkable guide was previously on the New York Times bestseller list for
46 weeks. It remains today one of the top-rated books on memory systems
for beginners.
HARRY LORAYNE is the one of the world’s foremost memory-training
specialists. He has appeared on television many times, both in the
US and UK.

Memory Improvement * 198x129 mm * 224 pages
PBO 978-1-911440-35-2 * £9.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)

‘An investment in life is an investment in change . . .
When you are changing all the time, you’ve got to
continue to keep adjusting to change, which means that
you are going to be constantly facing new obstacles. That’s
the joy of living. And once you are involved in the process
of becoming, there is no stopping. You’re doomed! You’re
gone! But what a fantastic journey!’

PRELUDE
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PSYCHOLOGY CLASSICS
•

LE O B U S C AG LI A

LOVING EACH OTHER

The classic guide on how to build loving relationships
OVER 4 MILLION COPIES SOLD
This exploration of loving and living addresses the intricacies and challenges of
love relationships. How do we best interweave our lives with our loved ones? Do

Also available –

we change our way of relating depending on the circumstances? If we fail in one
relationship, can we succeed in others?
Loving Each Other remains one of Buscaglia’s finest works, and as relevant
now as when it was first written – ‘This is one of the best books on relationships
I’ve read, and I have read a lot!’ – Goodreads 5* review.
LEO BUSCAGLIA was a native of California and an acclaimed professor of
education at the University of Southern California. Beloved by millions for
his heartwarming message of the limitless power of human love, his books
have sold over 15 million copies in total. He died in 1998.

Relationships * 198x129 mm * 208 pages
PBO 978-1-911440-36-9 * £9.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)

Love
198x129 mm
PBO 978-1-911440-37-6 * £8.99

Living, Loving & learning
198x129 mm
PBO 978-1-911440-38-3 * £9.99

In his mission to help people attain what he felt
was their greatest gift, Leo Buscaglia famously
developed a university course on love. This
remarkable volume was the result of the
interactions of students in his course.

Arguably the most memorable speaker ever on
the subject of love, Leo Buscaglia’s talks to
earlier generations connected with millions.
Those talks, collected here, remain as relevant
today as when first delivered.

PRELUDE
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MEMOIR
•

‘No-one was ever turned away. If it walked through our door and I could

DIARY OF A RURAL GP

deal with it, I would do so, and do it now. I wouldn’t have recognised a
“Standard Operating Procedure” if you hit me over the head with a whole
catalogue of them.
Even now, at the end of my tenure, just a couple of months ago I
found myself sitting in front of the deputy director of NHS England in a
career-defining moment.
“You don’t remember me, do you, Dr Sparrow?” said the lady charged with
reviewing and then judging my supposed misdemeanour.
“I’m afraid I don’t,” I admitted.
“Oh, but I remember you,” she said with a smile. “Now let’s have a talk
about what you have done.” ’
MICHAEL SPARROW

DIARY OF A RURAL GP
The final part of a country doctor’s hilarious memoirs trilogy
Recently retired, Dr Sparrow reveals with refreshing candour and dark humour
the most memorable experiences of his career as a rural GP.
From sewing back on a patient’s chiselled finger on a call-out, and the

Country Doctor
SEPTEMBER 2018 * 198x129 mm
PB 978-1-78842-072-3 * £8.99

Repeat Prescription
SEPTEMBER 2018 * 198x129 mm
PB 978-1-78842-073-0 * £8.99

The story of one rural doctor’s often misguided
attempts to make sense of the career in which
he has unwittingly found himself.

Dr Sparrow returns, coping with bizarre,
macabre and hilarious situations in his practice
on the Devon/Cornwall border.

emergency countryside delivery inspired by James Herriot, to suddenly
remembering the body left in the back of a Volvo, and a small oversight that
blew up the local crematorium, Dr Sparrow spares no blushes.
DR MICHAEL SPARROW has charted an unconventional course from the
immaturity and uncertainty of life as a medical student, through hospital
jobs and a six year spell in the Royal Air Force, to the immaturity and
uncertainty of lifeas a rural GP. He lives on the Devon/Cornwall border

SEPTEMBER 2018
Memoirs * 198x129 mm * 224 pages
PBO 978-1-78842-074-7 * £8.99
Rights: World

THE SCHOOL OF LIFE is an organisation devoted to
teaching us how to grow into happier, calmer, more
successful people.
The School of Life Press brings together the thinking
and ideas of The School of Life creative team. Its
books share a coherent, curated message that
speaks with one voice: calm, reassuring, and sane.
They address issues such as how to find fulfilling
work, how to master the art of relationships, how to
understand one’s past, how to achieve calm, and
how better to understand and – where necessary –
change the world.
Prelude Books represents The School of Life Press
to the UK book trade.
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• BIG IDEAS FOR CURIOUS MINDS

• HOW TO GET MARRIED

An outline for a new kind of wedding ceremony, free from theology, but

Accessible philosophy for children; a collection of important concepts

with new rituals designed to prepare us for modern marriage

from 25 famous thinkers, contextualised in relatable everyday scenarios

Many of us are attracted to the idea of marriage and yet feel a bit

Children are, in many ways, born philosophers. Without prompting, they ask

uncomfortable with some of the rituals that are traditionally associated with
the big day. Perhaps the old ceremonies place too much emphasis on the
supernatural or else seem out of step with some of the complex realities of
contemporary relationships.
In response to this dilemma, the School of Life has rethought exactly what
the ideal wedding day would consist of and redesigned the entire process
from scratch for the use of modern couples.
The book begins by proposing new ways of getting prepared for a wedding
at a psychological level, suggesting how couples should ready themselves
for the often tricky journey ahead and how to think through some of the
thorniest issues that beset love. The book then presents an entirely practical
and thoughtfully redesigned wedding ceremony, from picking out a suitable

some of the largest questions about time, mortality, happiness and the
meaning of it all.
Yet too often this inborn curiosity is not developed and, with age, the
questions fall away. This is a book designed to harness children’s spontaneous
philosophical instinct and to develop it through introductions to some of the
most vibrant and essential philosophical ideas of history. The book takes us to
meet leading figures of philosophy from around the world and from all eras –
and shows us how their ideas continue to matter.
The book functions as an ideal introduction to philosophy, as well as a charming
way to open up conversations between adults and children about the biggest
questions we all face.

venue to suggested vows and readings.
MARCH 2018
Weddings * 223x155 mm * 132 pages
HB 978-1-9997471-1-4 * £18
Sale territory: UK, Ireland

JUNE 2018
Children’s Nonfiction * 246x180 mm * 160 pages * 100 colour ills * Ages 8+
HB 978-1-9997471-4-5 * £18
Sale territory: UK, Ireland

Great Thinkers
HB 978-0-9935387-0-4

Small Pleasures
HB 978-0-9935387-3-5

Calm
HB 978-0-9935387-2-8

On Being Nice
HB 978-0-9955736-4-2

A Job to Love
HB 978-0-9935387-5-9

Relationships
HB 978-0-9935387-4-2

Sex
HB 978-0-9935387-6-6

How to Find Love
HB 978-0-9955736-9-7

Why You Will Marry the Wrong Person
HB 978-0-9955736-2-8

JANUARY 2018
The Sorrows of Love
HB 978-0-9957535-2-5

JANUARY 2018
The Sorrows of Work
HB 978-0-9957535-1-8

Self-Knowledge
HB 978-0-9957535-0-1

On Confidence
HB 978-0-9955736-7-3

MAY 2018
What is Psychotherapy
HB 978-1-9997471-7-6

Why We Hate Cheap Things
HB 978-0-9955736-3-5

How to Reform Capitalism
HB 978-0-9957535-7-0

What is Culture For?
HB 978-0-9957535-3-2

Things Never to Tell Children
HB 978-0-9955736-8-0

APRIL 2018
Phone Detox
Wiro 978-1-9999179-2-0

MARCH 2018
How to Get Married
HB 978-1-9997471-1-4

The School of Life Dictionary
HB 978-0-9957535-9-4

JUNE 2018
Big Ideas for Curious Minds:
HB 978-1-9997471-4-5

SEPTEMBER 2018
The Joys and Sorrows of Parenting
Wiro 978-1-9999179-3-7

Selected Titles

FARRAGO’s purpose is simply to help readers find
fiction that makes them smile.
We want to introduce readers to books that may
tickle their funny bone. We want them to know that if
they find one funny, there’s a whole series that they’ll
enjoy. And eventually we want them to trust Farrago
to bring other series that make them smile.

Retired art teacher Miss Seeton steps in where Scotland Yard stumbles.

20
MISS SEETON

Armed with only her sketch pad and umbrella, she is at every turn the most
lovable and unlikely master of detection. This popular series was created
by Heron Carvic; and continued after his death first by Hampton Charles, and
later by Hamilton Crane.

•
MISS SEETON FLIES HIGH

‘This is not so much black comedy as black-currant comedy . . . You can’t
stop reading. Or laughing.’
THE SUN, on the Miss Seeton series
Lucky Miss Seeton! A modest Premium Bond win means a whole week in legendary Glastonbury. By coincidence, the kidnapped Heir to an industrial family
may be hidden around there, and Chief Superintendent Delphick asks the ex-art
teacher to create some of her famous, insightful sketches . . .

Also being re-published – series spec: Classic Crime * 198x129 mm * £7.99 * World –
Miss Seeton, By Appointment *JULY 2018
PB 978-1-911440-72-7

Advantage Miss Seeton * JULY 2018
PB 978-1-78842-078-5

Miss Seeton Paints the Town * JULY 2018
PBO 978-1-78842-081-5

Miss Seeton Cracks the Case * JULY 2018
PB 978-1-78842-080-8

Hands Up, Miss Seeton * JUY 2018
PB 978-1-78842-082-2

The latest new original in this classic series of humorous cosy mysteries created
by Heron Carvic. (‘A most beguiling protagonist!’ New York Times.)

HAMILTON CRANE is the pseudonym used by Sarah J. Mason when
writing 15 sequels and one prequel to the series.

APRIL 2018
Classic Crime * 198x129 mm * 272 pages
PBO 978-1-78842-076-1 * £7.99
Rights: World

Miss Seeton at the Helm * JULY 2018
PB 978-1-78842-079-2

‘
‘The world that Morton has created is irresistible’

23
THE NO.2 FELINE DETECTIVE AGENCY

Publishers Weekly

‘Original and intriguing … a world without people which
cat lovers will enter and enjoy’
P. D. James

In scorching temperatures, Hettie Bagshot and her sidekick Tilly set out on a
road trip to catch a killer cat amid a sea of entertainers. As Psycho Derek’s bus
lurches from one venue to the next, the killer strikes again. The big question for
The No. 2 Feline Detective Agency is who will be next?
Will it be Patty Sniff, the ageing punk star? Or Kitty O’Shea from the Irish dance
troupe? Or perhaps Belisha Beacon’s days are numbered. As the fur flies and
the animosity builds, Hettie and Tilly become embroiled in a world of music,

Meet Hettie Bagshot, a long-haired tabby cat whose whiskers

twitch at the first sign of a mystery, and her best friend Tilly Jenkins.

mayhem and murder. As matters draw to a terrifying conclusion, will Magical
Mystery Paws finally top the bill?

Together, they run the No. 2 Feline Detective Agency, and nothing will

MANDY MORTON began her professional life as a musician. More recently,

way – though there’s always time for one of Beryl Butter’s pies along

with her partner in Cambridge and Cornwall, where there is always a place

stop them from untangling each brain-teasing case that comes their
the way, of course.

she has worked as an arts journalist for national and local radio. She lives
for an ageing long-haired tabby cat.
JULY 2018
Mystery * 198x129 mm * 272 pages
PBO 978-1-78842-098-3 * £7.99
Rights: World

• MAGICAL MYSTERY PAWS

MAGICAL MYSTERY PAWS
All aboard for the Summer of Fluff!

24
FLAXBOROUGH
•
COFFIN, SCARCELY USED

‘Flaxborough is Colin Watson’s quiet English town whose outward
respectability masks a seething pottage of greed, crime and vice
... Mr Watson wields a delightfully witty pen dripped in acid.’
Daily Telegraph
‘Arguably the best of comic crime writers, delicately treading the line
between wit and farce ... Funny, stylish and good mysteries to boot.’
TIME OUT
In the respectable seaside town of Flaxborough, the equally respectable
councillor Harold Carobleat is laid to rest. Cause of death: pneumonia.
But he is scarcely cold in his coffin before Detective Inspector Purbright must
turn out again to examine the death of Carobleat’s neighbour, the former
proprietor of the local rag, the Citizen. This time it looks like foul play, unless
a surfeit of marshmallows had led the late and rather unlamented Mr Gwill
to commit suicide by electrocution. (‘Power without responsibility’,
murmurs Purbright.)
Witty and a little wicked, Colin Watson’s tales offer a mordantly entertaining cast
of characters and laugh-out-loud wordplay.
COLIN WATSON worked as a journalist but was most famous for his
twelve Flaxborough novels, set in a small fictional town in England. Four
were adapted for television by the BBC.
APRIL 2018
Mystery * 198x129 mm * 240 pages
PB 978-1-78842-015-0 * £8.99
Rights: World

‘Watson has an unforgivably sharp eye for the ridiculous.’
New York Times
‘One of the best. As always with Watson, the writing is sharp and
stylish and wickedly funny!’
Literary Review

Also being re-published – series spec: Mystery * 198x129 mm * £8.99 * World –
Bump in the Night
PB 978-1-78842-016-7

Hopjoy Was Here
PB 978-1-78842-018-1

Lonelyheart 4122
PB 978-1-78842-087-7
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A MATHEMATICAL MYSTERY

Praise for Jonathan Pinnock:
‘Lovely stuff.’
Ian Rankin
‘He makes funny and self-deprecating company.’
The Herald

‘Jonathan Pinnock is Roald Dahl’s natural successor.’
Vanessa Gebbie

THE TRUTH ABOUT ARCHIE AND PYE
A witty, fast-paced thriller with a dash of mathematics, and a cat called µ.
On a train home, disillusioned junior PR executive Tom Winscombe meets the
biographer of the Vavasor twins, mathematicians Archimedes and Pythagoras,
who died in curious circumstances a decade ago. Before meeting his own
death that same night, the biographer leaves a locked case in
Tom’s possession...

‘What was that you were saying about the single most important
set of documents in the history of mathematics?’

‘Exactly what I said. Archimedes and Pythagoras Vavasor kept

more secrets than GCHQ, and no-one, but no-one knew what they
were up to. Which of course led to rumours.’
‘The Riemann hypothesis?’
‘Oh, we have done our homework, haven’t we?’

Join Tom and a cast of disreputable and downright dangerous characters in
this witty, fast-paced thriller with a dash of mathematics, set in a murky world of
murder, mystery and complex equations, involving internet conspiracy theorists,
hedge fund managers, the Belarusian mafia and a cat called µ.
JONATHAN PINNOCK is the author of Mrs Darcy versus the Aliens, the

Scott Prize-winning short story collection Dot Dash, the memoir Take it

Cool and the poetry collection Love and Loss and Other Important Stuff.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Mystery * 198x129 mm * 272 pages
PBO 978-1-78842-108-9 * £8.99
Rights: World

• THE TRUTH ABOUT ARCHIE AND PYE

‘Jonathan Pinnock writes compelling tales with a deliciously
wicked glint in his eye.’
Ian Skillicorn, National Short Story Week

28
THE BANDY PAPERS
• ME BANDY, YOU CISSIE

Like the much better known Flashman Papers by George
MacDonald Fraser, The Bandy Papers feature an accidental hero.
The series were written partly contemporaneously, and both were
favourites of P.G. Wodehouse. But there the parallels end. Bandy
is no coward – rather than run from danger, he repeatedly walks
straight into it . . . Strangely horse-faced, crass, irreverent, and as
‘I enjoyed every word . . . terrifically funny’

disastrous on the ground as he is deadly in the air, Bandy is one of
those truly original creations

P.G. WODEHOUSE
Peace has broken out and World War I flying ace and all-round chancer
Bartholomew Bandy isn’t exactly making a success of being a commercial pilot
in the USA. But when a job lot of aircraft bits purchased with the last of his pay
turns out to be a complete Vickers Vimy bomber, he feels his luck has changed.

Also being re-published – series spec: War Fiction * 198x129 mm * £9.99 * UK, Comm (excl Can) –
Me Too
PBO 978-1-911440-49-9

This One’s On Me
PB 978-1-911440-50-5

With the help of his very tall, very sweet girlfriend Cissie, and the hindrance of
his very short, very bad and beautiful girlfriend Dasha, he smashes (literally)
straight into the exciting new world of the movies . . . Donald Jack’s blackly
humorous Bandy memoirs are classics of their kind.
DONALD JACK served in the RAF from 1943-1947, before moving to
Canada for 35 years; where he won the Leacock Medal for humorous
fiction three times. He died in England in 2003

FEBRUARY 2018
War Fiction * 198x129 mm * 304 pages
PB 978-1-911440-48-2 * £8.99
Rights: UK, Commonwealth (excluding Canada)

Me So Far
PB 978-1-911440-51-2

Hitler Vs. Me
PB 978-1-911440-52-9

Stalin Vs. Me
PB 978-1-911440-54-3
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